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My primary subjects deal with Jewish history and Jewish heritage, the
Diaspora and the establishing of the Jewish State. The Hebrew alphabet
is prominent in my work and appears in various forms; as a free-
standing sculpture or carved on wood. Besides Jewish themes I also
find interest in subjects such as the parts of the human body, animals,
birds and abstracts as well.
My preferred material is wood. To me it expresses friendliness and
warmth. Some types of wood have interesting grain structure which
contribute and participate in the shaping of the sculpture. In some
works glass, steel and stone are incorporated.
A verbal description and background, in English and occasionally in
Hebrew, is added to certain themes of my works when it is essential to
convey their meaning.
Most of my works are made of wood and are one of a kind. However
some of them can be cast in bronze or other metals.
I have exhibited my work in single and group art shows in Israel and
abroad.
Most of these works can be purchased by making contact through the
links posted here. You can also order a work or a project that will meet
your intended theme.

A B O U T   M Y   W O R K

Born in Poland on 11.11.1937.
During WW II after the Nazi invasion to Poland my family escaped
into Russia. We survived the war years enduring famine and cold in
the labor camps in Siberia settling finally in Dzhambul, Kazakhstan
and returning to Poland when the war was over in January 1946.
Our home - town in Poland was completely devastated – nothing
remained of the Jewish homes and life that once was. We moved on
and settled in Lodz.
1947 – 1950 attending the art studio of Alexander Bogin in Lodz,
Poland.
1950 Immigrated to Israel.
1962-1967 Graduated with a degree in architecture from California
State Polytechnic University.
(While in Calif. Attending art classes)
1978 - 1980 Obtaining a Masters degree in architecture and town
planning from the Technion, Haifa.
From 1967 – today: practicing architecture in Israel and abroad.
Parallel to my architecture practice I have my art studio at home
where I was engaged in various venues of artwork: on paper, iron,
stone, but mainly in wood.
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In the Book of Creation – Sefer Hayitsira – which is assumed to be written in the sixth century. According to the author’s perception, God created
the world with the aid of the first ten numbers and the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet.
The author describes the Almighty toiling with the Hebrew alphabet 2000 years before He decides to create the World. As the word spreads, all the
letters present themselves before God pleading to begin the Creation with them. First the letter Sheen presents itself pleading before God ‘In me is
Your name spelled – Shaddai, thus it is fitting that you start with me’. ‘True and fair it is’, replied God, but also deceit and lies employ you – Sheker,
I will not create a world with you. Similar to Sheen are rejected the letters Reish and Kof, for they too appear in Sheker (lie), So in an orderly manner
each letter unfolds its virtues before God pleading to be the letter to open the Creation, alas an imperfection is found in each one of them until God
approaches the letter Beit waiting for her plea. ‘Almighty God’ opened the letter Beit ‘the 20 letters that appeared before you, you found unfitting,
what can I say other than any blessing begins with me – Baruch. God replied: yes, with you I will create the World.
The letter Aleph remained silent. Said God ‘Aleph, why don’t you speak as other letters did’. Said Aleph ‘Its because all letters came out empty
handed, and the greatest present You gave to Beit, and its not fitting for a King to change His mind and hand this present to someone else. Said God,
Aleph, Aleph, even though I will create the World with Beit, I will make you the Head of all letters, and with you will my uniqueness begin’ (Elohim -
God in Hebrew begins with an Aleph). And the letter Aleph is the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
This is a large, forceful and unique work of meaningful art portraying the Hebrew alphabet and the Ten Sefirot. This work is one of a kind.
Dimensions: L-215 cm. (85") H-105 cm. (42") Th- 12 cm. (5")

ת י ש א ר Gב E N E S I S  -
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A pillar of letters

Wood. 44”high
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The vision of the Prophet Ezekiel

Mahogany Wood, 160cm. (63”) x 85 cm. (33.5”)high
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The Seven Species -

Shiv'at Haminim

ה ֹערָּ ה ּושְׂ ה  , ֶאֶרץ ִחטָּ ֵאנָּ ֶגֶפן ּותְׂ וְׂ

ִרּמֹון ש, ֵזית ֶשֶמן-ֶאֶרץ; וְׂ בָּ ּודְׂ
'ח,‘ח,דברים

This work is composed of seven panels, each depicting a visual interpretation of the fruit.
The date, of which honey was made was also the symbol of Judea and carried significant
importance in the economy of the country. This palm tree is also depicted in the Roman
coin - Judea Capta, minted to commemorate their victory over Judea and the destruction
of the Temple. On the centre of the coin stands the palm tree – symbolizing Judea, to its
right is a crouching women – symbolizing mourning and defeat, the defeated Judea. On
the left, a proud victorious Roman soldier with a spear in his hand.
This work demonstrates that the hopes and prayers of the Jews throughout their
tormenting exile were not in vein, demonstrate themselves in the materialization of the
prophesy of the Prophet Zacharia: “There will come a time when old men and women
will sit in the streets of Jerusalem, each of old age with his and her cane in their hands
and little boys and girls will be playing in the streets”.

A land of wheat and barley, 
and vines and fig-trees and 
pomegranates, a land of 
olive-trees and honey. 
Deuteronomy 8,8 

https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A1%D7%A4%D7%A8_%D7%93%D7%91%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%9D
https://he.wikisource.org/wiki/%D7%93%D7%91%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%9D_%D7%97/%D7%A0%D7%99%D7%A7%D7%95%D7%93
https://he.wikisource.org/wiki/%D7%93%D7%91%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%9D_%D7%97_%D7%97


וארשתיך  
לי לעולם

Vérastich lee
Leolam

Maple wood on a 
mahogany wood base.
54x47x27 cm.
22”x18”x11
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This sculpture describes my conflicts as a holocaust survivor.
When WWII broke out, I was less that 2 years old. A week later the German planes 
bombed our Shtetl, in south eastern Poland, 10 minutes later a big part of the 
Jewish quarter of the town laid in ruins, burned, leaving hundreds of dead, 
wounded and homeless.
My parents and many other family members, packed their few belongings they 
could carry and headed east, Russia.
We were sent to labor camps in Siberia suffering from hunger, chilling cold, hard 
work and diseases. Later we moved east and settled in Dzhambul, Kazakhstan. 
During those years, my father undertook any work he could find as long as he can 
feed his family. The work he could find was devastating to his health which 
consequently brought his life to a tragic end at the age of 47.
In 1946 we returned to Poland only to learn that many of our family members were 
killed in the Belzec extermination camp. Realizing there is no home to return to we 
finally settled in Lodz, a large industrial town.
In 1950 the Polish Government opened its border, for a short period in which we 
grasped the opportunity to emigrate to Israel.
As a child I remember my mother saying in Yiddish "If God could see all this  and 
do nothing – then there is no God in heaven.
Similarly asks the little Shmuelchi his grandfather in the poem "To the hills of the 
corpses in the snow" by the great Hebrew poet Uri Tsvi Greenberg "Zeide, 
(grandpa) where have all my prayers gone? Where have all your prayers gone? 
Zeide why didn't you come with all the angels in heaven? Zeide, where is the God 
of the Jews?
So I am left with Shmuelchis’ questions and have no answers. I feel something 
terrible has happened to the people of Israel and God did not do what he had to 
do as a good father - Save his children - and what can the child do?
What do I do with this God? I was born a Jew, I am part of this people, tradition 
and history flow in my veins. I stretch my protesting arm demanding explanation.  
Still demanding but in the morning,  I take my Tales and Tefillin and go to the Shul 

and pray V’erastich lee Leolam.
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Song of Songs – Shir Hashirim

Song of Songs – Shir Hashirim, is
one of the books in the Bible
that have greatly influenced the
Jewish culture.
Some of the Bible scholars see it
as a collection of love poems,
others regard it as a work of one
man, namely King Solomon who
composed an allegorical tale of
love between the People of
Israel and God.
This work contains all eight
chapters of the poem rendered
in stylized hand calligraphy and
silk screen printed on quality
heavy paper.

silk screen print (unframed)
65/95 cm. (26”x38”)
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Bronze, 23”high

THE  THREE  ANGELS

Mahogany wood, “20” high

Hebrew letters are carved on each figure.
On the left figure – of 3000 years  ago.
On the middle figure – 0f 2000 years ago,
as  found in the Qumran caves.
The right figure – contemporary Hebrew.
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A N D  I  G A V E  P E A C E  U N T O  T H E  L A N D

Oak wood on a marble base, 20”high Bronze. 20”high

Hebrew letters– 0f 2000 years ago,
as  found in the Qumran caves.
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The Jewish Home

97/45/50 cm.Mahogany wood
Light diffused from inside
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Wood. 14”high

T h e  H e b r e w  
l e t t e r  H e t

Each  letter can be produced in an assortment of metals 
to a desirable size, to be placed in a civic space.

ברונזה

Bronze. 14”high
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Bronze. 16” high

Each  letter can be produced in an assortment of metals 

to a desirable size, to be placed in a civic space.

The Hebrew letter Gimel
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The Hebrew letter Aleph

Mahogany wood. 16”high
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FOUR SEASONS

Gonsalo wood,  36”/24”/12”

This work was inspired by the floor mosaic in
the Beit Alpha Synagogue from the fifth
century. Here I have depicted the central
section that contains the Zodiac inserting my
visual interpretation of the Four Seasons and
carving their original Hebrew names: Spring –
Tkufat Nissan, Summer – Tkufat Tamuz,
Autumn – Tkufat Tishrei, Winter – Tkufat

Shvat.
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painted wood and steel,  6 ft. high

“The Tree was to be desired to 
make one wise” Genesis 3, 6.
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Painted wood, 190/115/63 cm.

“Then the woods shall 
rejoice” Psalms 96, 12

Located in the lobby of the Galilee 
Medical Centre, Naharia, Israel 
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H e b r e w  l e t t e r s  
P e i  – S h e e n

L o w e r  c a s e

האות  ש

Letter “Pey” (lower
Letter “Shin” (lower case)

Letter “Pey” (lower case)

Painted wood and glass  
60 cm. (24”) high
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Menorah
wood mosaic

65cm. (26”) x78 cm. (31”)high
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“Love thy friend   
as thyself” 

60 cm. (24”) diameter. wood

Located in the office of the director of the 
Galilee Medical Centre, Naharia, Israel 
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The Priest, The Prophet
and The Scribe

Oak wood. 24” high
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Eve and the Serpent

Painted wood.  30”high
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יחזקאל בן בוזי הכהן

ואפתח את  . דבר אל בית ישראל... 
.פי ויאכלני את המגילה הזאת

ב-א', יחזקאל ג

The Prophet
Ezekiel

Gonsalo wood. 32”high

Fill your stomach with this 
scroll that I give you
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Devorah the Prophetess

Stained oak wood, 14”high
Bronze. 14”high
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Jacob wrestles the Angel

Bronze. 12”X12”X16”high 
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The Blessing

Painted wood and steel. 
6’- 10” high

May there be peace 
in thy folds and 
tranquillity  in your 
palaces.
Psalms 222
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The Blessing 
of the Priests

Oak wood on a steel pedestal.
6 ft. high
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Eli Wiesel sees in the story of The Binding of Isaac (AKEDAH) a
paradigm of the destiny of the Jewish People as a story of survivors. If
Isaac dies, all his sufferings and promises have been in vein. But the
miracle happens: Isaac is Rescued, and Israel was born.
In Wiesel's mind the Nazis aimed to eradicate any Jewish life and any
material cultural message they carry. Judaism is the reminder of the
Act of Creation (Maase Bereshit), a reminder of the beginning of
history.
According the Book of Radiance (Sefer HaZohar), among the possible
combination of the letters that comprise the Hebrew word “Bereshit”
– the word that opens the Torah and the story of Creation, Wiesel
offers the word “Besheerit” – “that what remained”. God had
created the world, for the beginning. He intentionally left it upon the
intervention of mankind to partake in its shaping.
After the deluge it is left to the “Sheerit”, the survivors to undertake
the continuum of history. It is the Beginning, the “Bereshit” of a new
adventure that relies upon the “Besheerit”,, the survivors, to embark
on a new beginning.

Isaac is Rescued and Israel was born
“Besheerit” of  the  Diaspora  Israel was born

BERESHIT,   bronze, 27”high

Bereshit - Besheerit בשארית-בראשית 
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Bronze. 24”high

The Magen 
David Tower
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"A tree of life she is to those 
who hold her and

her supporters are fortunate"
Proverbs 3:18

Wood,  28” high
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אתה אחד

Painted wood, 6 ft. high 

You are One

Donated to Idanim Junior High-School in Ramla, Israel
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Carved 
Mahogany 

door. 
Kelner 

residence

Interior Exterior
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Venga wood, 85x52 cm. 31”x21”

The Creation – Second day 
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The Creation 
– Third day

Woo, 89x59 cm. 35”x24”
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The Creation 
– Fourth day

Wood and steel
108x61 cm.

43”x24”
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’ו, א"מ, ישעיהו

Painted wood

The Horah Dancers

They helped every one his neighbour; and every one 
said to his brother: 'Be of good courage.’

Isaiah, 41, 6

ֹזרּו, ֵרֵעהּו-ִאיש ֶאת ִחיו; ַיעְׂ אָּ ק, ּולְׂ .יֹאַמר ֲחזָּ
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The  Jew i sh  S t a t ue  o f  L i b e r t y
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Horah Dancers

Clear coated wood 45x45x35 cm. (18”x18”x14”)
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The Trio

Painted wood and steel mesh, 14”high
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The Leader

Assorted wood  80/30/25 cm.
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Menorah

Painted wood 43x20x70 cm. (17”x8”x28”)
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Bird I

Olive wood 90x50x50 cm. (36”x20”x20”)
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Dram

Oak wood on steel pedestal 45 cm. (18”) high
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A b s t r a c t

Gonsalo wood 20x40x60 cm. (8”x16”x24”)
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Wall mounted clock

Painted wood 30/30/7 cm. (12”/12”/3”)
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Between heaven and earth

bronze
cm.35/30/48



A Jew going to Eretz Israel

Wood, 36” high 



.

TEMPLE “BETH – EL”
SANTA MARIA, CALIF. 1967

Brass Menorah, 1.80 m.(6 ft). highView of the Eastern Wall
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TEMPLE “BETH – EL”
SANTA MARIA, CALIF. 1967

Carved 3” redwood doors. This work was done with the collaboration
of the sculptor Gordon Newell from Monterey, Calif.

Entrance door

The Holly Ark doors, redwood
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Here are carved 36
names, members
of my family that
were murdered in
the Holocaust.



Two minutes of silence.



דעו ראו ושתקו, לאלה שי
A N D T H E W O R L D K E P T S I L E N T



L i s t  o f  w o r k s

4 Genesis
5 A pillar of letters
6     The Vision of the Prophet Ezekiel
7     The Seven Species
8-9   Vérastich
10    Shir Hashirim – Song of Songs
11    The three Angels
12    And I Gave Peace Unto the Land
13   The Jewish Home
14   The Hebrew letter Chet
15   The Hebrew letter Giml
16 The Hebrew letter Aleph
17 Four Seasons
18   Tree of Wisdom
19   Rejoicing of the trees
20   Hebrew letters Pei – Sheen
21 Menorah
22 Love thy Friend as Thyself
23 The Priest, The Prophet and the Scribe
24 Eve and the Serpent
25 The Prophet Ezekiel
26 Devorah the Prophetess
27   Jacob wrestles the Angel
28   The Blessing
29   The Blessings of the Priests

31    Magen David Tower
32   Tree of Life
33   You are One
34 Carved Mahogany doors
35 The Creation – Second Day
36 The Creation – Third Day
37 The Creation – Fourth Day
38 The Horah Dancers
39 The Jewish Statue of Liberty
40 Horah dancers
41 The Trio
42 The Leader
43 Menorah
44 Bird I
45 Dram
46 Abstract
47 Wall mounted clock
48   Between heaven and earth
49 Temple Beth – El,  1967
50 Temple Beth - El
51   36 Names
52  Two minutes of silence
53   And the world kept silent
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